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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 61 

A programmer has just converted a subroutine to a subprocedure. When compiling the 

program with the CRTBNDRPG command, the compiler reports the following error: 

RNF3788 Keyword EXTPGM must be specified when DFTACTGRP(*YES) is specified 

on the CRTBNDRPG command. 

Which of the following keywords on an H spec in the program will resolve this error?
 

A. EXTPGM(*Yes) 
B. EXTPGM(QILE) 
C. DFTACTGRP(*No) 
D. DFTACTGRP(QILE) 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 62 
Which of the following operation codes can be used to call both programs and 
subprocedures? 

A. Call 
B. Eval 
C. CallP 
D. CallB 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 63 
Given the following code sample: fcustinq cf e workstn sfile(openord:sflrr1) d sflrr1 s 3 0 
C*0N01Factor1+++++++Opcode(E)+Factor2+++++++Result+++++++Len++D+HiLoEq c 
*in99 doueq *on 
c add 1 sflrr1 
c write openord 99 
c enddo 
Which of the following /Free form code samples will perform the same task? 
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A. dow %found(custinq); 

sflrr1 += 1; write openord; enddo; 

B. dou %eof(custinq); 

sflrr1 += 1; write openord; enddo; 

C. dow not %eof(openord); 

sflrr1 += 1; write openord; enddo; 

D. dou %eof(openord); 

sflrr1 = sflrr1 + 1; write openord; enddo; 


Answer: B 

QUESTION: 64 

The DDS for a subfile control record includes the following lines: 

AAN01N02N03T.Name++++++RLen++TDpBLinPosFunctions++++++++++++++ A 

PAGEDOWN(03) PAGEUP(04) 

A 08 SFLEND(*MORE) 

A SFLSIZ(0100) SFLPAG(0010) 

A DSPREC 4S 0B 4 12SFLRCDNBR(CURSOR) 

When the control record is written, there are fifteen records in the subfile, indicators 03, 04, 

and 08 have a value of *OFF, and field DSPREC has a value of 15. 

What will be shown in the lower right corner of the subfile detail portion of the screen? 


A. + 
B. Bottom 
C. blanks 
D. More... 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 65 
When stepping through each line of code in a debug session, the programmer finds that on 
a CHAIN operation the step function key must be pressed many times before the debugger 
moves to the next logic operation. Which of the following H spec keywords will prevent 
the need to press the step function key multiple times? 

A. Debug(*Input) 
B. Debug(*NoInput) 
C. Option(*DebugIO) 
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D. Option(*NoDebugIO) 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 66 

Given the following code sample: 

d a s 10i 0 Inz(5) 

d x s 10i 0 

/Free 

For x = 1 to 3; 

a = a + x; if (a > 6); a = a + 2; EndIf; EndFor; 

Upon completion of the For loop, what is the value of the field a?
 

A. 11 
B. 13 
C. 15 
D. 17 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 67 

Given the following display file DDS:
 
AAN01N02N03T.Name++++++RLen++TDpBLinPosFunctions+++++++++++++++++++
 
+ A R MYSCREEN
 
A CA12 

A CF20 

A 10 20'Enter Customer Number'
 
A CUSTOMER 7 0I 10 44CHANGE(77) A 24 24 35'F20=Process'
 
A 24 70'F12=Cancel'
 
When function key 20 is pressed, which of the following indicators is turned on? 


A. *IN20 

B. *INKU 

C. *IN24 

D. *INKT 


Answer: B 
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QUESTION: 68 
Five existing programs are being converted for ILE. Two are to be bound into a service 
program and the other three are to be bound into a single program object, which uses the 
service program. After the appropriate coding changes, which of the following is the 
correct sequence of commands required to create the program? 

A. CRTSRVPGM, CRTPGM 
B. CRTSRVPGM, CRTBNDRPG 
C. CRTRPGMOD, CRTSRVPGM, CRTPGM  
D. CRTRPGMOD, CRTPGM, CRTSRVPGM 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 69 
An RPG program calls procedures named ValidateCust and GetCustInf which reside in a 
Service Program called CustProcs. The same program also calls a procedure named 
CenterField which resides in a Service Program called Utility. When creating this program, 
which of the following Binding Directory entries could be used to allow creation of the 
program with the CRTBNDRPG command? 

A. OBJECT TYPE 

ValidateCust *SRVPGM GetCustInf *SRVPGM Centerfield *SRVPGM  
B. OBJECT TYPE 

ValidateCust *MODULE GetCustInf *MODULE Centerfield *MODULE  
C. OBJECT TYPE 

ValidateCust *PROCEDURE GetCustNo *PROCEDURE CustProcs *PROCEDURE 
D. OBJECT TYPE 

ProdProcs *SRVPGM CustProcs *SRVPGM Utility *SRVPGM DBIO *SRVPGM 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 70 
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Given the following code sample: 

DName+++++++++++ETDsFrom+++To/L+++IDc.Keywords+++++++++++++++++++ D 

x s 5i 0 inz(0) D count s 5i 0 inz(0) /free for x = 2 to 3 by 2; count += x; 

endfor; What are the values of x and count after the loop completes?
 

A. x = 3 
count = 5 
B. x = 4 
count = 6 
C. x = 4 
count = 2 
D. x = 2 
count = 2 

Answer: C 
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